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Sneutrino condensate as a candidate for the hot big bang cosmology
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If the inflationary paradigm is correct, then it must create conditions for the hot big bang model with
all observed matter, baryons, and the seed perturbations for structure formation. In this paper we
propose a scenario where the inflaton energy density is dumped into the bulk in a brane world setup, and
all the required physical conditions are created by the right-handed neutrino sector within supersym-
metry. The scalar component of the right-handed Majorana neutrino is responsible for generating the
scale invariant fluctuations in the cosmic microwave background radiation, reheating the Universe at a
temperature Trh � 10

9 GeV and finally generating the lepton/baryon asymmetry nB=s � 10�10 with no
lepton/baryon-isocurvature fluctuations.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Inflation is the only dynamical mechanism which
stretches the quantum fluctuations causally outside the
horizon, besides making the Universe flat, homogeneous,
and isotropic [1]. The primordial perturbations, which
enter the Hubble horizon after the end of inflation, act
as a seed for the large scale structures and the fluctuations
in the cosmic microwave background radiation [2]. The
vacuum dominated inflation leaves the Universe devoid of
any entropy; therefore, it is important that any inflation-
ary paradigm must pave the way to a hot big bang
cosmology with matching standard model (SM) relativ-
istic degrees of freedom.

It is usually believed that the entropy is generated from
the decay of the inflaton energy density; however, it is
unfortunate that the inflaton sector remains enigmatic. It
is often regarded as a SM gauge singlet and, in many
models, an absolute gauge singlet, whose potential is
sufficiently flat to provide enough e-foldings of inflation
with almost scale invariant density perturbations. In this
regard the inflaton potential can be considered as a dark
energy1 with a yet unanswered puzzle, ‘‘how does this
unknown sector couple to the SM degrees of freedom?’’

Indeed, it is possible that the inflaton does not couple to
the SM degrees of freedom at all, as suggested in
Refs. [4–9]. In these examples the gauge invariant flat
directions of minimal supersymmetric SM (MSSM) (for
a review, see [10]) was responsible for reheating the
Universe with the MSSM degrees of freedom. In
Ref. [7], we explored a similar possibility with a sneu-
trino condensate; see also Ref. [11].
he literature the dark energy is referred to the
ration, for which we do not have a good under-
[3]. In this paper we regard the primordial

dark energy sector, mainly because we do not
aton sector at all.
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Although conventionally one relates the spectrum of
the density perturbations to the properties of the inflaton
potential, recently it has been realized that this is not a
necessary condition for a successful inflationary scenario.
In curvaton models the dark energy induces quantum
fluctuations in a field whose energy density during infla-
tion is negligible but which may later become dominant
[12–15].

On the other hand, the recent developments in the
neutrino experiments suggest that the neutrinos have
nonvanishing masses. Solar neutrino deficit is better
understood if the electron neutrinos oscillate into the
muon neutrinos controlled by the squared mass differ-
ence, 	m2solar � 7� 10

�5 eV2, with a large mixing angle
tan2�solar � 0:5 [16], whereas the atmospheric neutrino
experiments indicate 	
 � 	� oscillations with 	m2atm �

2:5� 10�3 eV2 and sin2�2�� ’ 1 [17].
If the neutrinos were Dirac particles, unnaturally small

Yukawa couplings of the order of one part in 1011 were
required in order to obtain m	 � 1 eV. The most natural
explanation arises if the neutrinos are Majorana particles
along with the seesaw mechanism that involves large
right-handed neutrino masses [18]. One advantage of
this mechanism is that the right-handed neutrino mass
breaks L (or B � L) quantum number, which can create a
lepton asymmetry. The conversion of the leptonic asym-
metry into the baryonic asymmetry, via active SM spha-
lerons within a range of 1012 GeV � T � 100 GeV,
addresses the observed baryon asymmetry [19].

In a supersymmetric theory, which we assume in our
analysis, the sneutrino condensate decay can also induce
leptogenesis. This scenario, in principle, can be tested by
the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) via
the baryon-isocurvature fluctuations [20]. In our case the
sneutrino will decay into the sleptons and the Higgsinos,
thus ensuring reheating into the MSSM and the SM
degrees of freedom.
26-1  2004 The American Physical Society
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In Refs. [6–8], it was suggested that the inflaton energy
density can be deposited away from the observable world
within a brane world setup. In brane world models the
Universe is assumed to be a four-dimensional (4D) sur-
face (brane) embedded in a bulk of 4	 n dimensions. The
n-extra dimensions can be either open or compact (for a
review, see [21]). The standard setup assumes that the
higher dimensional graviton propagates in the bulk, while
the SM gauge fields are stuck on the brane. The bulk
geometry could be warped with an anti-de Sitter (adS)
metric [22,23]. In these scenarios the higher dimensional
Planck scale M
 can be different from the four-
dimensional Planck mass Mp � 2:4� 1018 GeV, which
are related to each other by the volume of the extra space.
When the bulk is adS, it is possible to localize the zero
mode of the bulk gravitons as a four-dimensional gravi-
ton from the brane point of view.

In the background of an adS geometry, the quasilocal-
ized zero mode of a massive bulk field, at a brane position,
has a finite lifetime to leave the brane [24]. It is equally
possible that a brane field has an exclusive coupling to the
bulk degrees of freedom. In the latter case also the brane
field will eventually decay into the bulk modes. Suppose
that the inflaton is such a candidate which couples only to
the bulk modes; this could happen due to some underlying
symmetry which prevents it from having renormalizable
and nonrenormalizable couplings to the MSSM matter
fields, in which case the question arises: how would the
Universe evolve after inflation?

Inflation excites any light scalar fields. Therefore, any
light degrees of freedom, lighter than the Hubble expan-
sion rate, will obtain quantum fluctuations. Such light
fields act as a homogeneous condensate during inflation;
see [10]. The dynamics of the sneutrino fields can be
almost frozen if their masses are lighter than the
Hubble expansion rate. Obviously, the dynamics of the
lighter ones will prevail over the others. The fluctuation in
the lightest field is isocurvature in nature during inflation;
however, after inflation the lightest sneutrino condensate
dominates the energy density. During its decay the sneu-
trino not only generates lepton asymmetry and the MSSM
relativistic degrees of freedom but also converts isocur-
vature perturbations into adiabatic perturbations. It is
therefore the sneutrino condensate which leads to the
hot big bang cosmology and not the inflaton; the inflaton
sector remains the darkest side of the Universe.

We begin our discussion with an inflaton decaying into
the bulk modes. We then describe the origin of light and
heavy Majorana neutrino masses. We discuss the dynam-
ics of the sneutrino condensate and explain various
implications.
2For instance, M
 � 0:5Mp. This gives � � 0:1Mp.
II. REHEATING THE BULK MODES

For an example, we work in a five-dimensional (5D)
brane world setup, where the bulk is infinitely large with a
083526
warped metric

ds2 � g�z�MNdxMdxN � !2�z�g
	dx
dx	 � dz2; (2.1)

where g
	 is the four-dimensional brane metric, with all
the SM gauge degrees of freedom fixed to the brane
located at z � 0 [22]. The warp factor in the metric has
a form !�z� � e��jzj, where � is a constant that relates the
true gravitational coupling constant of the five-
dimensional theory, G5, to the low energy effective
four-dimensional Newton’s constant via GN � �G5. In
this theory the Planck scale, MP � �8�GN�

�1=2 � 2:4�
1018 GeV, is derived from the fundamental gravitational
scale, M
 � �8�G5��1=3, through the relationship

M3

 � �M2

P: (2.2)

Here onwards we take �, and therefore M
, to be close to
the Planck scale.2 In this setup the brane has a tension
� � 6�M3


, whereas the bulk is an adS slice with a
negative cosmological constant � � ��2=6M3


 [23].
For the purpose of illustration, let us assume that the

inflaton is a true 4D brane field which is homogeneously
distributed and dominating the energy density. The modi-
fied Friedmann equation has a quadratic dependence on
the brane density �; see [25–28]. From the point of view
of an effective field theory on the brane, the Hubble
expansion rate H � _a=a, where a is the scale factor of
the four-dimensional Universe, is determined by

H2 �
1

3M2
P

�
�
1	

�
2�

�
	

�

2M2
p

�
ah

a

�
4
: (2.3)

The last term is an interesting one, which needs some
explanation. The adS has a horizon; in order to see that,
let us assume that a point particle is traveling in the bulk;
it has a momentum along the fifth component. Although
the particle is moving towards infinity, it actually takes a
finite proper time � � ��=2�� to reach the end of the
space; see [29]. Hence, z � 1 actually acts as a particle
horizon. The boundary conditions at the horizon are
imposed such that nothing comes in from behind the
horizon.

The four-dimensional Poincaré invariance ensures that
the coordinate four momentum p
 coincides with the
physical momentum on the brane, but from the point of
view of an observer, away from the brane, z � 0, the four-
dimensional momentum gets blueshifted; this means that
the modes which are softer on the brane become harder
away from the brane. This leads to a conjecture that a
black hole might form at the horizon of the adS space
[27,28]. In the above expression, ah is understood as a
black hole horizon [27]. It is always compared with the
scale factor a�t� on the brane. The second term is a
correction due to the brane position breaking the 5D
-2
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Lorentz invariance, such that the brane tension is acting
as a source term in 5D.

The main point is to note that the standard Hubble
relationship H �

����������������
�=3MP

p
follows only for small den-

sities compared to the brane tension � � � [25,26], and
the contribution from the last term is subdominant as
long as the scale factor on the brane position, a � ah, is
greater than the black hole horizon [28]. With these
assumptions thermal history of the Universe follows
similar to the standard cosmology [30]. We will always
be working at energy scales below the brane tension,
therefore, with the standard Friedmann equation.

Let us suppose that the inflaton and the bulk fields
carry some global quantum number, while the brane
degrees of freedom do not. In such a case the inflaton
energy will be radiated away into the bulk after the end of
inflation in the form of Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes, from
the four-dimensional point of view. These bulk modes are
carrying the momentum along the fifth dimension; there-
fore, they will simply fly away towards infinity. For the
purpose of illustration, let us now assume that the brane
inflaton field ! couples to some bulk scalar field through
the coupling3

���������
g�z�

q
"!�x�’�x; z�’�x; z�$�z�; (2.4)

where " is a dimensionless coupling constant. This cou-
pling induces a large decay rate for the inflaton to the
bulk modes. Our scenario can be thought of as a hot
radiating plate cooling down by emitting its energy into
its cold surroundings [31]. To estimate how efficient this
process is, let us first comment on the KK decomposition
of the bulk field. Consider the action for a bulk scalar field
’, of mass 
, in the background metric Eq. (2.1),

S& �
Z

d4xdz
��������
g�5�

q �
1

2
gMN@M’@N’ �

1

2

2’2

�
: (2.5)

The equation of motion for the bulk scalar field then reads
as

��@2z 	 4�sgn�z�@z 	 
2 	 !�2�z�@
@
�’�x; z� � 0:

(2.6)

Since the fifth dimension is not compact, the KK spec-
trum is continuous, and the scalar field can be expanded
as

’�x; z� �
Z dm

�
’m�x�&�z;m�; (2.7)

where the KK wave function &�z;m� satisfies the reduced
field equation

��@2z 	4�sgn�z�@z	
2�!�2�z�m2�&�z;m��0: (2.8)

The normalization condition is given by
R

dz!2�z��
3The inflaton coupling to the fermions was already studied in
Ref. [7]; here we describe the bosonic interaction.
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&�z;m�&�z;m0���$�m�m0�, while the boundary condi-
tion on the brane is @z&�z � 0;m� � 0.

In the above equations, m2 � p
p
 is the four-
dimensional mass. The general solution to the above
equation is given in terms of the Bessel functions of index

	 �
�����������������������
4	 
2=�2

p
[24,32]

&�z;m� �
1

N�m�!2�z�

�
J	

�
m

�!�z�

�
	 A�m�Y	

�
m

�!�z�

�	
;

(2.9)

where N is the normalization factor, and the coefficient
A�m� is given by

A�m� � �
2J	�m=�� 	 �m=��J0

	�m=��
2Y	�m=�� 	 �m=��Y0

	�m=��
: (2.10)

In the limiting case, where 
; m � �, one can take 	 � 2
in the above expressions to approximate the KK wave
function evaluated at the brane position by

&�0;m� �

����
m
2

r
: (2.11)

Next we use these results to evaluate the decay rate of the
inflaton into the bulk modes. From Eq. (2.4), we can read
the effective coupling of the inflaton,

"�&�0;m�&�0;m0��!�x�’m�x�’m0 �x�: (2.12)

Note that this effective coupling constant is essentially
proportional to the geometric mean of the product of the
KK masses,

����������
mm0

p
. In our case the inflaton will preferably

decay into those KK modes with the largest possible fifth
momentum allowed by the kinematics. These excited
modes will move away from the brane towards infinity.

The total decay rate is estimated in the low energy
limit, where 
; m! � �, as

�! �
Z m!

0

Z �������������
m2!�m2

p
0

dm
�

dm0

�
"2

�&�0; m�&�0; m0��2

m!

�
"2

32

�m!

�

�
2
m!: (2.13)

The above expression clearly shows that, for a sufficiently
heavy inflaton, the decay rate to the bulk KK modes is
quite efficient.

Let us now briefly discuss the fate of the energy density
which is stored in the bulk modes. From the four-
dimensional point of view one can track the inflaton
energy density from the Friedmann equation, Eq. (2.3).
The last contribution in the right-hand side actually ac-
counts for a dark radiation, which depends on the redshift
factor �ah=a�4. In fact, this ratio becomes exceedingly
small during the exponential expansion of the Universe
compared to the other terms in the Friedmann equation.
We can estimate this ratio by assuming that at the begin-
ning of inflation the energy density is stored in the vac-
-3
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uum energy density of the inflaton. For the time being, we
also assume that there is no other source for energy
density; in that case, from the brane observer point of
view, the largest scale could be the Compton wavelength
corresponding to the inflaton mass scale, which is at most
ah � �V�!���1=4. For typical values, V�!��1=4 �
10�16 �GeV��1 � 10�32 m, we find ah is negligible com-
pared to the present size of the Hubble horizon. The ratio
ah=a � 1 becomes small by the time inflation comes to
an end.

In fact, in our case, we can roughly estimate the dark
radiation4 contribution to the present day. We estimate the
rate of loss of energy

	 _�
�

� O�1��!: (2.14)

The order one coefficient takes into account the relativ-
istic degrees of freedom of the inflaton decay products. At
sufficient late times, 1=H � 1=�, or � � maxfV�!�; �g,
the total contribution to the dark radiation will be roughly
given by the loss in the energy density from the brane,
e.g., 	 _� 	 	 _�d � 0 [28],

 d �
�d

�d 	 �
�
Z 1

�1
d�
�
�
	 _�
�

�
: (2.15)

We can estimate the integral and the final answer is given
by

 d �
"2�
64

�m!

�

�
3
: (2.16)

For ��m!, the dark radiation contribution is negligible.
There are other notable effects of the inflaton quanta

escaping into the bulk. Because of causality they will
leave a wake in the form of gravitational fluctuations. In
fact, a particle moving with a trajectory perpendicular to
the brane follows a world line z�t� � ln�1	 �2t2�=2�. As
the particle leaves the brane, it produces a gravitational
wave, which dies away as �r=t, for distances r within the
light cone; see, for instance, Ref. [24] and the last refer-
ence in [29]. These effects will not be imprinted on the
cosmic background, because these are subhorizon effects
which are diluted away in the course of expansion. For
our purposes we will now continue working with the
standard cosmology with H / �1=2=Mp.
III. NEUTRINO MASSES

Neutrino masses can well have their origin in four
dimensions. Let us assume a simple superpotential for
the right-handed Majorana neutrinos,

W �
1

2
MNNN	 hNLHu; (3.1)
4This should not be confused by the primordial dark energy
contribution we referred to as the unknown sector of the
inflaton energy density.
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where N;L;Hu stand for the neutrino, the lepton, and the
Higgs doublet, respectively; MN; h are 3� 3mass and the
Yukawa matrices, respectively.We have assigned an odd R
parity for the right-handed (s)neutrinos, which prohibits
�N�3 term in the superpotential. The only possible inter-
actions are through the Yukawa matrix, hij; i; j � 1; 2; 3,
with the SM lepton and the Higgs fields. The origin of the
mass term MN could be due to SO(10) broken down to
SU(5) through the condensation of the SU(5) singlet
components in �126; 126� representation, for instance.
However, the crucial point is that below the SO(10) break-
ing scale, the D term decouples from the potential of the
sneutrino, ~N, which restricts the vacuum expectation
value (vev) as ~N � MGUT. Among other possibilities,
we can also think of breaking a simple group for, e.g.,
U�1�B�L, which can give rise to the masses of the
neutrinos.

Irrespective of the origin of the right-handed neutrino
mass term, we can write down a potential barring any
nonrenormalizable interactions and soft supersymmetry
breaking A terms,

V � M2
N
~N2: (3.2)

Nonrenormalizable terms including higher powers of N
fields can always be removed by the addition of R sym-
metry, which we assume, whereas the mass scale of the
soft supersymmetry breaking terms is typically small
(about a few TeV) compared to the expected mass scale
of the right-handed neutrinos, required to be around
1010 GeV by the seesaw in our case. For simplicity we
always assume a diagonal basis for the right-handed
neutrino mass matrix. The left-handed neutrinos obtain
masses via a seesaw mechanism [18]

m	 � mT
DM�1

N mD; (3.3)

where mD is the Dirac mass matrix.
For simplicity, we may also assume that the lightest

sneutrino mass is smaller than the Hubble expansion rate
during inflation. We also assume that its largest Yukawa
coupling is that of the � doublet, h1;3 � 10�4–10�5. Note
that by taking MN � 1010 GeV, with MN2;3 � MN1 , we
can obtain a small electron-tau neutrino mixing in the
left-handed sector, as seems to be required by the small
�13 angle in the neutrino experiments, provided there is a
natural hierarchy in the neutrino masses.

A possible texture that may give the desired bilarge
mixing in the left-handed neutrino sector can be given by
[33,34]

m	�m0

2 2 2
2 1	 2 1
2 1 1

0@ 1A;

where m0 �
�������������
$m2atm

p
and 2 is a small parameter. This

texture gives hierarchical neutrino masses, with mass
eigenvalues m3 � m0 consistent with atmospheric, and
m2 � 2m0, for solar oscillations, with a smaller m1. We
-4
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can also obtain tan�atm � 1 and a large mixing angle
required for explaining the solar neutrino oscillations.
Although our intention is not to present a model for the
neutrino masses in this paper, it is nice to see that the
physics involved in our discussion seems to provide a
consistent picture with the minimal requirement on
some models for the neutrino masses and mixings.
IV. DYNAMICS AND DENSITY PERTURBATIONS
FROM ~N1

During vacuum dominated inflation, there is always
quantum fluctuation in spite of the fact that inflation
wipes out all the inhomogeneities. A massless bosonic
field can have Brownian jumps of order �H=2� [35].
However, during one e-folding of inflation the field be-
comes homogeneous in a Hubble patch and therefore acts
as a cosmic condensate. These jumps facilitate the lighter
fields to obtain nonvanishing vacuum expectation values
during inflation. The maximum amplitude of the light
field can be determined by V� ~N� � V�!�inf , such that the
inflaton energy density remains dominating. We denote
the lightest right-handed sneutrino by ~N1, assuming that
it is lighter than the Hubble expansion rate during
inflation.

We are interested in tracking the classical and quantum
evolution of ~N1. In fact, ~N1 acts as a curvaton field [12–
14]. During inflation the energy density of the curvaton
field is subdominant. Consequently, quantum fluctuations
of this field lead to the isocurvature perturbations.
Current CMB measurements tell us that the density per-
turbations are mainly of the adiabatic type [2]. Hence, for
the curvaton scenario to work, isocurvature perturbations
have to be converted into adiabatic ones. Such a conver-
sion takes place when the contribution of the curvaton
energy density, � ~N1 , to the total energy density in the
universe grows, i.e., with an increase of

r �
3� ~N1

4�3 	 3� ~N1
: (4.1)

Here �3 is the energy in the radiation bath from the
inflaton decay. Non-Gaussianity of the produced pertur-
bation requires the curvaton to contribute more than 1%
to the energy density of the Universe at the time of decay;
that is, rdec > 0:01, required by the present observation
[2]. In our case the inflaton energy density does not reheat
the Universe; therefore, the above ratio r � 1 is naturally
satisfied, suggesting that there is no possible signature of
primordial non-Gaussianity in CMB fluctuations. This
should be considered as one of our predictions.

The long wavelength fluctuations in the sneutrino field
leave the Hubble horizon; these perturbations can be
defined on a finite energy density hypersurface foliated
in a coordinate system, such that the metric perturbation
is 5 and the metric (for a detailed discussion on cosmo-
logical density perturbations, see [36]) is given by
083526
ds2 � a2�t��1	 25�$ijdxidxj; (4.2)

where a is the scale factor. The time evolution of the
curvature perturbation, 5 , on scales larger than the size
of the horizon is given by [37–39]

_5 � �
H

� 	 P
$Pnad; (4.3)

where Pnad � $P � c2s$� is the nonadiabatic pressure
perturbation. The adiabatic sound speed is c2s � _P= _�,
where P and � are the total pressure and energy density,
respectively. For a single field $Pnad � 0; therefore, on
large scales the curvature perturbation is pure adiabatic in
nature with 5 � constant. This is not true in the presence
of many fields, because relative pressure perturbations
between fields can give nonzero contribution to $Pnad.

The unperturbed and the perturbed equations of mo-
tion for the sneutrino are given by

'~N 1 	 3H
_~N1 	 M2

N;1N1 � 0; (4.4)

$ '~N1k 	 3H _$ ~N1k 	
k2

a2
$ ~N1k 	 M2

N;1$ ~N1k � 0: (4.5)

In the limit when M2
N;1 � H2, the perturbations in ~N1 are

Gaussian, and the spectrum is given by

P 1=2
N1

�
H


2�
; (4.6)

where 
 denotes the epoch of horizon exit k � a
H
.
After the energy density stored in the sneutrino con-

densate overtakes the redshifted inflaton energy density,
the sneutrino condensate starts oscillating. During this
epoch the mean squared fluctuations in the sneutrino
condensate follows:

h�$N1�
2i�

Z kmax

kmin
PN1�k�

dk
k
�

H2

4�2

ln

 
kmax
kmin

!
�

H2

4�2

; (4.7)

where kmax � �~a ~H� and tilde denotes the subhorizon red-
shifted modes and kmin � a0H0, where 0 corresponds to
the present values. The field perturbation is then given by

$ � 2
$N1
N1

�
H


�N1

; (4.8)

when N1;
 � 105 � H
, in order to match the amplitude
for the CMB fluctuations. On the other hand, we require
the lightest sneutrino mass should be smaller than the
Hubble expansion rate during inflation,

V 00� ~N
� � M2
N1

� 82H2
 ; (4.9)

where 8 < 1, while the scale of inflation is given by
V1=4I � �H
Mp�

1=2.
The amplitude of the fluctuation of the sneutrino field

created during inflation will be imprinted on radiation
when the condensate decays. The total curvature pertur-
bation is then given by [13]
-5
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5 � 5N1 � �H
$�N1

�N1

�
1

3
$; (4.10)

and P 1=25 � H
=N1
. The spectral index of microwave
temperature perturbations can then be evaluated as [40]

ns � 1 �
d lnPN1

d lnk
� 2

_H


H2

	
2

3

M2
N1

H2

�
2

3
82: (4.11)

For 8 � 10�1, we find the spectral index is fairly close to
1, which is consistent with the recent Wilkinson
Microwave Anisotropy Probe observation of ns � 0:99�
0:04 [41]. The only assumption is that the Hubble expan-
sion rate during inflation is almost constant; therefore,
the first term in the spectral index is negligible while the
main contribution comes from the curvature of the sneu-
trino field.

Since the sneutrino field is dominating the energy
density while decaying into sleptons and Higgsinos, there
are no residual isocurvature perturbations left over; all of
them are converted into adiabatic ones. Later we will
comment on the baryon-isocurvature perturbations.
FIG. 1 (color online). Tree-level and one-loop diagrams for
the ~N1 decaying into lepton and Higgsino, ‘j

~Hu.
V. REHEAT TEMPERATURE

In our case it is the coherent oscillations of the sneu-
trino field which lead to reheating. For the details of
sneutrino reheating, we refer the reader to Ref. [42]. In
our case the perturbative decay rate of the lightest sneu-
trino condensate can be estimated by �� jh13j2MN1=4�,

and the reheat temperature, Trh � 0:1
�����������
�Mp

q
,

Trh � 109
�

h13
10�4

��MN1

1010

�
1=2
GeV: (5.1)

In order to avoid the gravitino problem, the reheat tem-
perature of the Universe must be 109 GeV [43]. In order to
satisfy this bound, the lightest right-handed sneutrino
(neutrino) mass must be around 1010 GeV. This con-
strains the scale of inflation to be H
 � 10

10=8 GeV. If
8 � 10�1, then H
 � 10

11 GeV and the initial sneutrino
vev, h ~N1i � 1016 GeV, which is close to the grand uni-
fication scale.

The above numbers are encouraging, because we can
nail down the mass of the lightest right-handed neutrino
and the initial vev for the sneutrino field. The latter may
be indicative that the origin of the masses to the right-
handed neutrinos is linked to the grand unified theories
(GUT), as, for instance, SO(10) GUT models. It would be
interesting to further explore this possibility. Further note
that the sneutrino vev is smaller than the SO(10) breaking
scale, therefore justifying our approximation to ignore the
D-term contributions in the sneutrino superpotential; see
Eq. (3.1). A further comment on the neutrino masses is
that the right-handed neutrino mass scale might be differ-
ent than the GUT scale, provided it originates via non-
083526
renormalizable operators, as happens in many SO(10)
constructions.
VI. BARYOGENESIS

Let us discuss baryogenesis. The sneutrino decay also
induces lepton asymmetry due to the CP violation. Net
CP asymmetry in our scenario can be calculated by
computing the interference between the tree-level and
the one-loop diagrams of ~N going into leptons, ‘j

~Hu

(see Fig. 1), and into antisleptons, ~‘
jH

u (see Fig. 2), where

j � 1; 2; 3 flavors [19,44], including the contribution
from the wave function mixing diagrams such as those
depicted in Fig. 3 [45]. Notice that typical one-loop dia-
grams that involve quartic scalar couplings do appear
from F terms of the potential; however, they do not
contribute to CP asymmetry, although they are needed
to cancel the quadratic anomalies.

The CP asymmetry in each decay channel for X (where
X � ‘j

~Hu; ~‘


jH


u) is defined as

?X �
� ~N
X � � ~N (X

� ~N
X 	 � ~N (X
: (6.1)

A direct computation of the total CP asymmetry gives
[45]

? � �
1

4�

X
k�1

��MNk

MN1

�
ln
�M2

N1

MNk

	 1
�
	 2

MN1MNk

M2
Nk

� M2
N1

	
Ik1;

(6.2)

arising from the vertex and the wave function CP violat-
ing diagrams, respectively, where

I k1 �
Im�h1jh1kh


ljh


lk�

h1jh

1j

: (6.3)

In the limit of hierarchical right-handed masses, MN1 �

MN2;3 , which we are considering, we obtain a simplified
expression for the CP asymmetry [45]

? � �
3

4�

X
k�1

�MN1

MNk

�
Ik1: (6.4)

The suppression factor, MN1=MNk
, implies that small CP

asymmetry is likely to be produced.
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FIG. 3 (color online). One-loop-type diagrams that contrib-
ute to wave function mixing for ~N1 decaying into ‘j

~Hu.
Similar diagrams exist for the decay into ~‘
jH


u, with the
corresponding exchange of external lines as indicated.

FIG. 2 (color online). Tree-level and one-loop diagrams for
the decay of ~N1 into antislepton and Higgs, ~‘
jH


u.
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Now we can predict the left-handed neutrino mass
scale with the help of seesaw formula, within our hypoth-
esis of h33 dominance, m	 �jh33j2sin2A=�2

���
2

p
GFMN3�,

where GF is the Fermi constant and tanA � hHui=hHdi.
If we take jh33j � 10

�1 with a typical tanA � 10 and
MN3 � 7� 10

13 GeV, we obtain m3 � 0:04 eV, which is
already around the expected mass scale for the neutrinos
in the case of hierarchical neutrino masses.

The lepton asymmetry can be estimated from the
Boltzmann equation,

_n L 	 3HnL � ?�
�N1

M
�
8

23

G2Fm2	
sin4A

T3nL: (6.5)

The integration becomes simple, especially since we can
neglect the rescattering rate of produced leptons which is
proportional to the squared mass of the neutrino. The
lepton asymmetry is finally converted by the SM sphaler-
ons into the baryons with a net baryon number to the
entropy, which is given by [44,45]

nB

s
� ?

6

23

Trh
MN1

: (6.6)

The factor Trh=MN1 arises due to the entropy generation
from the decay of the condensate. We note that, with ? �
10�8, we can easily generate baryon asymmetry of the
order of one part in 1010, for Trh � 109 GeV and MN1 �

1010 GeV. The actual prediction is an interplay between
Trh, MN1 , and ?. Our analysis seems to favor a rather small
value for ?.

The fluctuations in the reheat temperature also lead to
fluctuations in the baryon asymmetry, $�nB=s� / $Trh.
However, in our case these fluctuations are adiabatic in
nature. There are no residual baryon-isocurvature fluctu-
ations generated during the sneutrino decay, because the
condensate dominates the energy density while decaying,
therefore converting all its isocurvature fluctuations into
adiabatic ones. In our simple setup we predict SB � 0.
083526
This should be taken as a robust claim which can be ruled
out very easily from future microwave background an-
isotropy measurements.
VII. CONCLUSION

As far as the present state of the art goes, the origin of
the inflaton, its potential, and its couplings to the SM are
unknown. For various reasons the inflaton is often treated
as a gauge singlet; on the other hand, we also often
‘‘assume’’ that the inflaton energy density is dumped
into the SM or MSSM degrees of freedom. Here we do
not make this assumption; rather we examine what would
happen if the inflaton energy density were not to reheat
the MSSM (SM) degrees of freedom.

In this regard we separate the two sectors, one of which
is responsible for inflation and the other is responsible for
generating density perturbations, reheating the Universe
with the MSSM degrees of freedom, and creating the
observed baryon asymmetry. Our main observation is
that there is no logical necessity for the inflaton energy
density to be responsible for generating the hot big bang
cosmology. The entire thermal history of the Universe
can be created from the decay of the sneutrino conden-
sate. It is quite interesting to see that we obtain the right
amplitude for the density perturbations, the neutrino
mass scale, the reheat temperature below the gravitino
overproduction bound, and the observed baryon asym-
metry without much fine tuning. An important input in
the whole setup is the sneutrino vev, which appears to be
close to the grand unification scale.
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